We investigate topological and combinatorial structures of Lyubich and Minsky's affine and hyperbolic 3-laminations associated with the hyperbolic and parabolic quadratic maps.
Introduction
As an analogue of the hyperbolic 3-orbifolds associated with Kleinian groups, Lyubich and Minsky [LM] introduced the hyperbolic orbifold 3-laminations associated with rational maps. They applied analogous arguments on rigidity theorems of hyperbolic 3-orbifolds to the hyperbolic 3-laminations, and showed a rigidity result of rational maps that have no recurrent critical points or parabolic points [LM, Theorem 9 .1].
However, even for hyperbolic quadratic maps like z 2 − 1 or Douady's rabbit, the precise structure of its laminations have not been investigated. Moreover, even for the simplest parabolic quadratic map z 2 +1/4 that has a cuspidal part, its 3-lamination had not been precisely investigated. The aim of this paper is to give a method to describe the topological and combinatorial changes of laminations associated with the motion of parameter c of z 2 + c from one hyperbolic component to another via parabolic parameters. This method will gives answers to some questions in [LM, §10] about structures of laminations. We will also observe a phenomenon that is similar to "Dehn twist" of ends of 3-manifolds associated with quasi-Fuchsian groups when the parameter c moves as above. The quotient lamination of any hyperbolic quadratic map z 2 + c has two "ends" S ∞ and S c (which actually are Riemann surface laminations) corresponding to the attracting basins containing ∞ and 0 respectively. For example (up to details), as c moves from 0 to −1 along the real axis, the structure of S ∞ is conformally fixed, but S 0 is pinched along a "laminated path" to have a cusp at c = −3/4. Then S −1 is finally given by plumping the pinched path with an additional twist by a combinatorially definite length. Indeed, this is the major change of the quotient 3-laminations associated with z 2 and z 2 − 1. (See Section 9 for more detailed description of this phenomenon for Douady's rabbit.) This reminds us of the connection between the geometrization of 3-manifolds which fiber over the circle (by means of the actions of mapping classes) and renormalization of quadratic maps presented by McMullen [Mc] .
There is another viewpoint of our result: In [HO] , Hubbard and Oberste-Vorth showed a strong connection between the projective limits of hyperbolic polynomials and the Julia sets of Hénon mappings with small Jacobian. Since Lyubich-Minsky laminations are based on the projective limits of rational maps (the natural extension in their/our terminology), our method automatically gives topological description of the Julia sets of some quadratic Hénon mappings with small Jacobian.
Outline of the paper. Let us first roughly summarize the objects we will deal with. For a rational map f :C →C, there exits three kinds of laminations A f , H f , and M f as following:
• The affine lamination A f , a Riemann surface lamination with leaves isomorphic to C or its quotient orbifold.
• Its 3D-extention H f , a hyperbolic 3-lamination with leaves isomorphic to H 3 or its quotient orbifold. (We call it H 3 -lamination of f .)
As a Kleinian group acts onC and H 3 , there is a natural homeomorphic and leafwiseisomorphic actionf on A f and H f induced from that of f . In particular, the action is properly discontinuous on H f . The third lamination is:
• The quotient lamination M f := H f /f , whose leaves are hyperbolic 3-orbifolds.
Section 2 is devoted for the definitions (constructions) of these laminations according to [LM] . (See [L] for a brief survey by Lyubich, or [KL, §3] would be helpful also.) Then we prove that the affine lamination A f of expansive rational map f (that is, the Julia set contains no critical point) is actually identified as a proper subset A n f of the natural extension (projective limit) N f of f .
In Section 3, we consider perturbation of the rational maps with superattracting cycles. We will show that we can relax such cycles to attracting cycles without changing the topology of A n f . (In our terminology, the attracting cycles are not superattracting.) As a corollary, all laminations associated with hyperbolic rational maps in the same hyperbolic component are quasiconformally (or quasi-isometrically) equivalent.
In Section 4, we summerize the results and notation given in Part I [Ka3] . In particular, we formalize hyperbolic-to-parabolic degeneration of quadratic maps in terms of degeneration pairs (f → g) and we recall some properties of tessellation of the interior of the filled Julia sets associated with degeneration pair (f → g).
In Section 5, we consider hyperbolic-to-parabolic degeneration of the quadratic natural extensions and affine laminations. For hyperbolic f and parabolic g with f → g, we first lift the pinching semiconjugacy on the sphere constructed in the first part of this work ([Ka3] ) to their natural extensions;ĥ : N f → N g . Then we reduce the structure of A g to that of A f by usingĥ.
In Section 6, we lift the semiconjugacyĥ on the affine laminations to the hyperbolic 3-laminations. First we construct a vertical extension ofĥ to obtain a semiconjugacy between the H 3 -laminations. Then we construct a pinching map on the quotient laminations by using this semiconjugacy. This pinching map will give a topological picture of M g based on that of M f .
In Section 7, as an analogue to quasi-Fuchsian groups, we define two ends of the quotient laminations. We investigate their structures by checking how tessellations are lifted to the quotient laminations. This also describe the degeneration of the quotient laminations as f tends to g.
In Section 8, we consider the topological change of the lower ends associated with a bifurcation. More precisely, we take two distinct degeneration pairs (f 1 → g 1 ) and (f 2 → g 2 ) with g 1 = g 2 and we describe the combinatorial difference between the lower ends of M f 1 and M f 2 by means of a Dehn-twist-like operation.
In Section 9 we summarize our results by applying them to some fundamental examples like z 2 + 1/4 and Douady's rabbit. Some further problems are also stated. The last section (Appendix A) is a brief survey on relations between the Julia sets of Hénon mappings and the affine laminations.
Note. The most recent version of this paper and author's other articles are available at: http://www.math.nagoya-u.ac.jp/~kawahira as a map from C toC ×C × · · · : ψ : C →C ×C × · · · w → (ψ 0 (w), ψ −1 (w), . . .).
By taking the value at w = 0 of this map, we have the following continuous map:
℘ :Û →C ×C × · · · ψ → (ψ 0 (0), ψ −1 (0), . . .).
Right actions and quotient universal laminations. Let Aff be the set of complex affine maps on C. Then we may identify Aff as A := C×C * by identifying δ(w) = a+bw as (a, b) ∈ A.
For δ ∈ Aff andψ ∈Û ,ψ • δ(w) is also an element ofÛ . Thus δ ∈ Aff acts on the right and the orbits {ψ • Aff :ψ ∈Û} form a foliation ofÛ with leaves isomorphic to A or its quotient manifold( [LM, Lemma 7 .1]). Now we have natural projections from A over H 3 = C × R + and C given by (a, b) → (a, |b|) and (a, b) → a. Correspondingly, we consider the following two equivalent relations inÛ:
1.ψ ∼ hψ ′ if there exists a t ∈ R such thatψ(w) =ψ ′ (e 2πit w) for all w ∈ C.
2.ψ ∼ aψ ′ if there exists a b ∈ C * such thatψ(w) =ψ ′ (bw) for all w ∈ C.
SetÛ h :=Û/ ∼ h andÛ a :=Û/ ∼ a . It is known that they are 3-and 2-orbifold foliations [LM, Corollary 7.3] . In fact, for eachψ ∈Û, a natural map A ∋ (a, b) −→ψ(a + bw) ∈Û gives a branched chart forψ • Aff in general. For example, consider the orbitψ • Aff of ψ(w) = (e w 2 , e w 2 , . . .). Thenψ(a + bw) andψ(−a − bw) determine the same point inÛ and the chart have singularities over a = 0. The quotients (ψ •Aff)/∼ a and (ψ•Aff)/∼ h may have more singularities in general and thus they form 3-and 2-orbifolds. They also have natural finitely branched charts from H 3 and C respectively, which is given by projections from A and its consistent equivalent relations above. We call such charts the orbifold charts with respect toψ.
There is a natural vertical projection pr :Û h →Û a which sends [ψ(a + |b|w)] h to [ψ(a + w)] a for anyψ ∈Û and (a, b) ∈ A. It is consistent with the vertical projection of orbifold charts that projects (a, |b|) ∈ H 3 to a ∈ C. In this paper, we will mainly work with non-singular cases: That is, the quotients of the orbitψ • Aff are isomorphic to H 3 or C. For (a, b) ∈ A, we say [ψ(a + bw)] h ∈Û h (resp. [ψ(a + bw)] a ∈Û a ) has coordinate (a, |b|) ∈ H 3 (resp. a ∈ C) with respect toψ. Note that the continuous map ℘ still makes sense fromÛ h orÛ a toC ×C × · · · .
Left actions and the global attractor. For a rational map f and ψ ∈ U, f • ψ is also an element of U. Thus f acts on U from the left and we denote this action f u : ψ → f • ψ. Note that this action is not generally injective. For example, if f (z) = z 2 then f u (e w ) = f u (e w+πi ).
Let us consider a closed invariant set K f of the semigroup f u defined by n≥0 f n u (U), which we call the global attractor [LM, § §7.3] . To obtain a homeomorphic action over K f , we consider the natural extension
with topology induced fromÛ. On this set f u is lifted to a homeomorphic action
which is a leafwise isomorphism. It is also known thatK
=K f /∼ a are 3-or 2-orbifold laminations [LM, Lemma 7.4 ]. (In [KL] ,K a f is denoted by A f and called the universal affine lamination.) Moreover, the action off u descends to well-defined actionsf a andf h onK h f andK a f as following:
One can easily check that they send a leaf to a leaf isometrically.
Affine and hyperbolic laminations
Natural extension. For the dynamics of rational f , the set of all possible backward orbits
is called natural extension of f [LM, §3] . N f is equipped with a topology fromC × C × · · · . Forẑ = (z 0 , z −1 , . . .) ∈ N f , the liftf n of f and the natural projection π f are defined byf
It is clear thatf n is a homeomorphism, and satisfies
Remarks on notation.
• For simplicity, we will abusef to denotef u ,f h ,f a , andf n when it does not lead confusion.
• We will usex orỹ to denote points inK h f , andx orŷ to denote points inK a f . The points in natural extension N f are denoted byẑ orζ, etc.
Regular leaf space and its affine part. An elementẑ = (z 0 , z −1 , . . .) ∈ N f is regular if there exists a neighborhood U 0 of z 0 such that its pull-back U −n along the backward orbitẑ are eventually univalent. For example, backward orbits remaining in attracting or parabolic cycles are not regular.
Let R f denote the set of all regular points in N f . R f is called the regular leaf space of f [LM, § §3.2] . A leaf of R f is a path connected component of R f . Note that R f is invariant underf . It is known that each leaf of R f has a natural complex structure of non-compact Riemann surface induced from the dynamics downstairs. We take the union of all the leaves isomorphic to C, and call it the affine part A
The following proposition is important: Proposition 2.1 (Proposition 4.5 of [LM] ) If all critical points of f are non-recurrent,
We will apply this proposition to hyperbolic and parabolic quadratic maps in Section 5.
Affine lamination. Take a pointẑ = (z 0 , z −1 , . . .) ∈ A n f and the leaf L = L(ẑ) which containsẑ. Then there is a uniformization φ : C → L with φ(0) =ẑ. (Such a φ is not unique.) One can easily check that the sequence of maps
f does not depend on the choice of φ above and is uniquely determined. Let
In fact, for anyζ ∈ L, there exists a unique a ∈ C such thatζ = φ(a) thusζ and the element of the form [ψ(a + bw)] a (b ∈ C * ) inK a f have one-to-one correspondence. This means that the quotient orbit (ψ • Aff)/∼ a is precisely parameterized by C and ι(ζ) has coordinate a with respect toψ. We sayφ := ι • φ is a uniformization ofL with respect toψ.
f consists of leaves isomorphic to C and is invariant underf . Now we take the closure A f of A ℓ f inK a f and call it the affine lamination of f . There may be some additional orbifold leaves in A f − A ℓ f in general. However, in the case where f is hyperbolic or parabolic (quadratic) maps, we will show that A ℓ f is already closed inK a f , and thus A f = A ℓ f (Proposition 2.2). H 3 -lamination. Forx ∈ A f and one of its representativeψ ∈K f (that is,x = [ψ] a ), the quotient orbit (ψ•Aff)/∼ h is a leaf ofK h f with orbifold chart (a, |b|) → [ψ(a+|b|w)] h with respect toψ. Now we gather such leaves and define H 3 -lamination associated with f as following:
This is one of our hyperbolic 3-orbifold laminations.
Note that the H 3 -lamination is given by taking a suitable R-bundle of affine leaves with vertical projection pr : H f → A f . In this paper, for a subset X of A f , we denote its fiber pr −1 (X) by X h . (In [KL] , X h is denoted by HX and they say H : X → X Quotient lamination. Now H f is invariant under the actionf overK h f . It is known that the action of cyclic group f on H f is properly discontinuous ( [LM, Proposition 6.2] ). Thus the quotient M f := H f /f is Hausdorff, and inherits laminar structure of H f . This is our second hyperbolic 3-lamination, which corresponds to a hyperbolic 3-orbifold associated with a Kleinian group.
Sincef carries leaves of H f isometrically, a leaf ℓ of M f is isomorphic to an hyperbolic 3-orbifold. If a leafL 
Affine laminations for expansive rational maps.
We say a rational map f is expansive (or parabolic) if any two distinct orbits in the Julia set are eventually a definite distance away from each other. By Denker and Urbaǹski [DU] , it is shown that f is expansive if and only if the Julia set J f contains no critical points. Equivalently, every critical point of f is attracted to an attracting or parabolic cycle. Note that every hyperbolic (= expanding) map is a special case of expansive map according to this terminology. Here we will establish: Thus we can identify A n f and A n g in the natural extensions (or inC×C×· · · ) as A f and A g in the universal affine laminations (or inÛ a ). More informally, we may consider thatẑ is just another name ofx = ι(ẑ), and vice versa.
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Take any sequencex
f . Now it is enough to show thatx n →ŷ in A f and thusŷ =x. If f is hyperbolic, this is straightforward by applying [LM, Propositions 7.5 and 8.2] . If f has parabolic cycles, we need some modification.
Backward invariant set Ω.
Let O be an attracting or parabolic cycle. If O is attracting, we take an open set E O as a neighborhood of O with f (E O ) ⊂ E O . If parabolic, we take E O as attracting petals attached to each point of O such that
Let E be the union of such E O for all attracting and parabolic cycles. Since f is parabolic, there exists an integer M > 0 such that the compact set Ω :=C−f −M (E) contains no critical or postcritical point except parabolic cycles. Note that f −1 (Ω) − (parabolic cycles) ⊂ Ω • and thus every backward orbit except attracting or parabolic cycles is eventually trapped into Ω
• and accumulates on the Julia set.
Convergence on any large disks. For ρ > 0, let D ρ denote the disk centered at 0 with radius ρ. Let us fix a representativeψ = (ψ −N ) N ≥0 ∈K f ofŷ. We claim that for arbitrarily large N 0 > 0 and ρ > 0, we can choose a representativeψ n = (ψ n,−N ) N ≥0 ∈ K f ofx n such that ψ n,−N 0 +m converges to ψ −N 0 +m uniformly on D ρ for m = 1, . . . , N 0 . Take a sufficiently large ρ ′ > 0 such that ǫ = ρ/ρ ′ ≪ 1, and set V := D ρ ′ . We first claim that for all N ≫ 0,
is univalent for all N ≫ 0. Thus the back ward sequence of open sets V 0 ← V −1 ← · · · do not contain the backward orbits corresponding to the invariant lift of the attracting or parabolic cycles. Since V 0 is compact, V −N is eventually contained in Ω
• for all N ≫ 0. Note that for such an N,
Thus any pull-back of V −N alongẑ n is univalent for all n ≫ 0. Now we can apply the argument of [LM, Proposition 7.5] : Since each ψ n,−N is also induced from a uniformization of a leaf L(ẑ n ) of A n f , there exists a neighborhood V n ⊂ C of 0 such that ψ n,−N maps V n univalently onto V −N . Consider a univalent map χ n = χ n,−N : V → V n defined by the univalent branch of ψ
Let a n be the point in V with χ n (a n ) = 0. Setχ n (w) := χ n (w + a n ) which is defined on the slided disk V − a n . By normalizingψ n such that (ψ −N ) ′ (a n ) = (ψ n,−N ) ′ (0), we haveχ n (0) = 0 and (χ n ) ′ (w) = 1. Since a n = ψ
for all n ≫ 0. By applying the Koebe distortion theorem toχ n on D 2ρ ⋐ D ρ ′ /2 , we haveχ n (w) = w(1 + O(ǫ)) on D 2ρ and thus χ n (w) = (w − a n )(1 + O(ǫ)) on D ρ . This implies that χ n → id uniformly on D ρ as n → ∞, and thus ψ n,−N +m → ψ −N +m for all m = 0, 1, . . . , N on D ρ . We conclude thatx n converges tox =ŷ within A ℓ f . Local compactness of the affine laminations. SinceÛ a is not locally compact, it is not obvious that the affine lamination A f of expansive f is locally compact. However, since A The local compactness of the quotient lamination would play an important role when one try to extend Lyubich and Minsky's rigidity result of the critically nonrecurrent maps with no parbolic points [LM, Theorem 9 .1] in the lamination context. However, Haïssinsky [Ha] extended their theorem without using the lamination theory to wider class of rational maps called (uniformly) weakly hyperbolic, which may have parabolic cycles.
3 Stability of hyperbolics.
In this section we check the stability of laminations associated with hyperbolic rational maps with superattracting cycles. In our quadratic case, it is justified that the laminations of f = f c in a hyperbolic component and those of its hyperbolic center have topologically the same structures.
Quasi-isometry and quasiconformal maps. Let L 1 and L 2 be the topological spaces which consist of path-connected components ("leaves") isomorphic to hyperbolic 3-orbifolds (resp. Riemann surfaces). Suppose that there is a homeomorphism H :
If there are dynamics
The following proposition is given in the proof of [LM, Theorem 9 Proof. If f has no superattracting cycle and ǫ ≪ 1, it is known that we have a quasiconformal conjugacy between f ǫ and f . It naturally extends to a quasiconformal conjugacy on the affine parts A n fǫ and A n f . If f has superattracting cycles, by Theorem 3.2, we can perturb f within any small neighborhood to relax all of the superattractings. We can do the same for f ǫ in the same neighborhood, and thus there exists a quasiconformal conjugacy on the affine parts A n fǫ and A n f . Since A n f and A n fǫ are quasiconformally equivalent, A f and A fǫ are also quasiconformally equivalent by Proposition 2.2. (ι f gives the conformal conjugacy between A n f and A f for example.). By Proposition 3.1, this perturbation is also accompanied by quasi-isometries between their hyperbolic 3-laminations.
Thus hyperbolic rational maps are stable in the sense of Lyubich-Minsky laminations. In our quadratic case, we have: Here is an interesting question for people familiar with J-stability of holomorphic family of rational maps [MSS] : Is J-stability of a rational map equivalent to quasiconformal stability of its affine lamination?
Proof of Theorem 3.2.
We construct such a perturbation by quasiconformal perturbation of f . By taking a Möbius conjugation, we may assume that 0 is a critical point belonging to O. Let l be the period of O and α be a point in O such that f (α) = 0. Note that α may be also a critical point like ∞ of f (z) = 1/z 2 . Let us fix a small λ > 0 and set D λ := {w ∈ C : |w| < λ}. Then there exists a disk neighborhood D of 0 and the Böttcher coordinate Φ :
Local perturbation. Next we perturb f : D ′ → D as following: Fix ρ 1 and ρ 2 such that λ p < ρ 1 < ρ 2 < λ, and take any ǫ > 0 satisfying ρ 1 + ǫ < ρ 2 . Now we define a homeomorphism
One can check that this map is actually a homeomorphism. See Figure 1 for the idea. Note that the L ∞ -norm of the Beltrami differential of H ǫ is O(ǫ).
Quasiregular map. Now we define a branched covering g ǫ :C →C by:
Then the following holds: Then slide the summit without changing the base. By truncating this cone at the level of (ρ 2 − ρ 1 )/ρ 2 , we obtain a sliding map of a truncated cone. Via vertical projections and this sliding map, we obtain H ǫ above.
•
• g ǫ is quasiregular. Indeed, g ǫ is holomorphic except on a compact annulus
The almost complex structure. Let σ 0 be the standard complex structure ofC. We define a g ǫ -invariant almost complex structure σ ǫ by
Since any orbit passes A ǫ at most once, where g n ǫ gains dilatation, we can integrate σ ǫ and obtain a quasiconformal map h ǫ :C →C fixing 0, ∞, and some b ∈ C * with the following properties:
• h ǫ → id as ǫ → 0, since the norm of the Beltrami differential tends to 0.
• h * ǫ σ 0 = σ ǫ a.e.
• h ǫ is conformal except on the attracting basin of O.
ǫ is a rational map which uniformly tends to f as ǫ → 0.
Remark. When f (z) = z 2 + c, we may normalize the integrating map h ǫ such that
Lifting partial conjugacy. Set D ǫ := h ǫ (D). Then we have a commuting diagram
Since any backward orbits other than (super)attracting cycles eventually get caught in this diagram, we naturally have a conjugacyĥ ǫ :
More precisely, take anyẑ = (z 0 , z −1 , . . .) ∈ R f . Then there exists an N > 0 such that
One can easily check thatĥ ǫ does not depend on the choice of N and is a conjugacy betweenf andf ǫ on their regular leaf spaces. Since h ǫ is quasiconformal,ĥ ǫ is leafwise quasiconformal by the definition of the regular leaf spaces. It implies that leaves isomorphic to C are mapped to leaves isomorphic to C. (Indeed,ĥ ǫ preserves all types of leaves in R f .) Thus affine parts are preserved by this homeomorphism and we have the diagram above.
Degeneration pairs and Tessellation
From this section we return to the setting of Part I [Ka3] . Here we summerize the notation and results in Part I. See [Ka3] for more details.
Degeneration pair ( [Ka3, §2] ). Let X be a hyperbolic component of the Mandelbrot set. By Douady and Hubbard's uniformization theorem [Mi, Theorem 6.5] , there exists the conformal map λ X from D onto X that parameterize the multiplier of the attracting cycle O f of f = f c for c ∈ X. Moreover, λ X has the homeomorphic extension λ X :D →X such that λ X (e 2πip/q ) is a parabolic parameter for all p, q ∈ N.
A degeneration pair (f → g) is a pair of hyperbolic f = f c and parabolic g = f σ where (c, σ) = (λ X (re 2πip/q ), λ X (e 2πip/q )) for some 0 < r < 1 and coprime p, q ∈ N. By letting r → 1, f → g uniformly onC.
Let us introduce more notation that will be used throughout this paper. For a degeneration pair (f → g), let O f := {α 1 , . . . , α l } (taking subscripts modulo l) be the attracting cycle of f and O g := {β 1 , . . . , β l ′ } (taking subscripts modulo l ′ ) be the parabolic cycle of g. Let re 2πip/q and e 2πip ′ /q ′ denote the multiplier of O f and O g with coprime p
′ and q ′ in N. (Then O g is a parabolic cycle with q ′ repelling petals.) Then either:
Note that for any (f → g), lq = l ′ q ′ =:l. For example, if f is in the main cardioid of the Mandelbrot set and g is the root of a satellite limb, then (f → g) is Case (a). Indeed, any Case (a) degeneration pair is either a tuned copy of such (f → g); or g corresponds to a cusped point of a small copy of the Mandelbrot set.
Degenerating arc system ( [Ka3, §2] ). For a degeneration pair (f → g) with r ≈ 1, the parabolic cycle O g is approximated by an attracting or repelling cycle O ′ f with the same period l ′ and multiplier 
As its limit as f → g, we define I g by
Note that I f and I g are forward and backward invariant sets. For later usage, let α f be the set of all points which eventually land on
Types ( [Ka3, §2] ). For a point z ∈ J f or J g , its type Θ(z) is the set of angles of external rays that land on z. We abuse this term for more general sets in the filled Julia sets K f and K g intersecting with the Julia sets. For any subset E of the filled Julia set, its type Θ(E) is the set of angles of external rays that land on E. Let Θ f and Θ g denote Θ(I f ) and Θ(I g ) respectively. (For example, if g of (f → g) is the root of the 1/3-limb, the angles in Θ f eventually land on {1/7, 2/7, 4/7} by the angle doubling map δ : θ → 2θ.) Then one can show that Θ f = Θ g and they are dense subsets of T = R/Z.
Tessellation ([Ka3, §3]). Tessellation is a method that organize the dynamics in
Each tile is an element like a external ray outside:
There exist families Tess(f ) and Tess(g) of simply connected sets with the following properties:
(1) Each element of Tess(f ) is called a tile and identified by angle θ in Θ f , level m in Z, and signature * = + or −. • is also a topological disk and its boundary contains the landing
The properties above hold if we replace f by g. Moreover:
Edges of tiles ([Ka3, § §3.2 -3.3]). Let us remark a little about (6). Each tile T in Tess(f ) is a quadrilateral and ∂T contains a Jordan arc shared by I f . We call such an arc the degenerating edge of T . On the other hand, each tile T ′ in Tess(g) is a trilateral and ∂T ′ contains a point in I g . We also construct the tessellations so that both ∂T and ∂T ′ contain a Jordan arc disjoint from I f or I g that joins two points in the grand orbit of the critical point z = 0. We call such arcs the critical edges. The combinatorics of tiles and panels are determined by the connection of critical edges. In particular, (6) above holds if we replace "boundaries" by "the critical edge". See [Ka3, Proposition 3 .2] for more details on the combinatorics of edges.
Pinching semiconjugacy ([Ka3, §4 -5]). As an application of tessellation, we can show that there exists a pinching semiconjugacy from f to g for the degeneration pair (f → g):
There exists a semiconjugacy h :C →C from f to g such that:
(1) h only pinches each I f -component to the point in I g with the same type.
(2) h sends each tile of Tess(f ) to that of Tess(g) with the same address, and each external ray of K f to that of K g with the same angle.
(3) h tends to the identity as f tends to g.
This theorem is proved without using quasiconformal deformation.
Degeneration in the natural extensions
In this section we consider the natural extentions and the affine parts of (f → g). There is a natural lift of the semiconjugacy h :Ĉ →Ĉ given by Theorem 4.2 to their natural extensions. By restricting it on a proper subset of the affine part, we will describe the degeneration of the affine lamination.
The results in this section are closely related to Hénon mappings. See Appendix A for more details.
Semiconjugacies in the natural extension
First we describe the degeneration of natural extensions associated with (f → g). Let us start with some notation:
Natural extension of the angle doubling. Let us consider the natural extension of the angle doubling map δ : T → T. That is,
We also say that elements ofT are angles. LetΘ g ⊂T denote the invariant lift of Θ f = Θ g . This subset upstairs will play exactly the same role as Θ g downstairs.
External rays upstairs. External rays outside the Julia sets are naturally lifted to the natural extensions.
f is a continuous map. We define R g (θ) and γ g (θ) in the same way.
Types upstairs. Letẑ = (z 0 , z −1 , . . .) ∈ N f be a point in J n f . We define the type Θ(ẑ) ofẑ by the set of angles of the formθ = (θ −n ) n≥0 ∈T satisfying θ −n ∈ Θ(z −n ) for all n ≥ 0. One can easily check thatδ(Θ(ẑ)) = Θ(f(ẑ)). (Note that the critical orbit of f is bounded distance away from J f . Thus card(Θ(ẑ)) is finite for each backward historyẑ in J f . See [Ka3, §2] .) Types for backward orbits in J g are also defined in the same way.
we define I(ζ) by the set of backward orbitsẑ = (z −n ) n≥0 with z −n ∈ I(ζ −n ) for all n ≥ 0. Equivalently, I(ζ) is the path-connected component ofÎ f (simply,Î fcomponent) containingζ in N f . The type Θ(I(ζ)) of I(ζ) is the finite set of angles of the formθ = (θ −n ) n≥0 ∈Θ g satisfying θ −n ∈ Θ(I(ζ −n )) for all n ≥ 0.
Tiles upstairs. The tessellations are naturally lifted to the natural extensions. For
Tess(f ) and z −n ∈ T f (θ −n , m − n, * ) for all n ≥ 0. Since tiles in Tess(f ) are homeomorphically mapped each other, the tile T f (θ, m, * ) is contained in A n f . We gather all such tiles and denote it by Tess n (f ). One can easily check that Tess n (f ) actually tessellate 
(3)ĥ tends to the identity as f tends to g. More precisely,d(ĥ(ẑ),ẑ) tends to
Since h is a semiconjugacy from f to g, one can easily check thatĥ is surjective, continuous, and satisfiesĥ •f =ĝ •ĥ. Thusĥ is a semiconjugacy fromf toĝ on their respective natural extensions. Now properties (1)- (3) are straightforward. To show (3), one can choose the distance as follows:
n , where dC(·, ·) is the spherical distance onC. Thend(·, ·) determines the same topology as the natural topology ofC ×C × · · · .
Degeneration of the affine part.
For our degeneration pair (f → g), it is fairly easy to characterize the affine parts A n f and A n g . For the attracting cycle O f = {α 1 , . . . , α l } with f (α j ) = α j+1 (taking subscripts modulo l), we define its cyclic liftÔ f = {α 1 , . . . ,α l } bŷ
. . ,β l ′ } in the same way by taking subscripts modulo l ′ . In the case of q = 1 < q ′ ("Case (b)" in Section 4), the pinching semiconjugacy h gives a natural one-to-one correspondence between l attracting points in O f and l = q ′ l ′ attracting directions associated with O g . So we assume that α j ′ , α j ′ +l ′ , . . . , α j ′ +(q ′ −1)l ′ are pinched to β j ′ by h; or equivalently,
and this I f -component has the same type as β j ′ .
For f and g, there is a common irregular point∞ = (∞, ∞, . . .) in their natural extensions. By Proposition 2.1, we have:
Moreover, we may identify them as the affine laminations A f and A g in the universal setting by Corollary 2.3. More formally,
The same holds for g. By using this identification, we will translate the following investigations on the affine parts to the affine laminations.
Principal leaves. Let us investigate howĥ sends A n f to N g and the exact relation betweenĥ(A n f ) and A n g . To state the theorem, we introduce the notion of principal leaves where we observe the main difference caused by the hyperbolic-to-parabolic degeneration.
For each j modulo l and each j ′ modulo l ′ , we define subsets in the affine parts
Then the dynamics downstairs implies:
Proposition 5.2 The objects defined above have the followings properties: • 
On the other hand, each Λ(β j ′ ) consists of q ′ leaves described as above.
• In both cases above,
• There exists a unique λ ′ with |λ
The proof is straightforward and left to the reader. To simplify the notation, we set
We call the leaves in Λ f and Λ g the principal leaves, where we can observe a significant degeneration associated with (f → g). For later usage, we also set
In both Case (a) and Case (b), it is economical to use the subscript j ′ modulo l ′ . This implies that the properties of g is dominant when we consider degeneration of the affine parts.
Note that I(Ô f ) above contains irregular pointsÔ f . We also have
Degeneration of the affine lamination. Let us define the subsets of the affine laminations corresponding toÎ f and
g . To cut the irregular points in these sets, we set
We need one more terminology to state the main theorem. We say a map H from a lamination L 1 onto another lamination L 2 is properly laminar if H is surjective and continuous map; and
Here is the main theorem in this section:
(1)ĥ is properly laminar from
Under the identification of the affine parts as the affine laminations of (f → g), we have the corresponding semiconjugacyĥ a :
(1) means that any two non-principal leaves in A n f are never merged into one leaf byĥ. One can easily check that each I(ζ) ofζ ∈α f −Ô f is contained in a leaf of A n f compactly with respect to the leafwise topology. Thenĥ just pinches I(ζ) to one pointĥ(ζ) ∈Î g with the same type in a leaf of A n g . Though each non-principal leaf contains infinitely many suchÎ f -components,ĥ preserves the topology of the leaves homeomorphic to a plane. Thus the major change in the degeneration is described in (2). Figure 2 explains the situation of (2). As
Then the hyperbolic action offl on each path-connected component of Λ(α j ′ ) − I(α j ′ ) is sent to the parabolic action ofĝl on each leaf of Λ(β j ′ ). Before the proof of the theorem, we show the following: Choose anyẑ = (z 0 , z −1 , . .
is a path connected set by the definition of h. Since z −N and w −N are contained in h −1 (η ′ −N ), we can choose a path η −N joining z −N and w −N . Since we may assume that η ′ −N avoids both O g and ∞, we may assume that η −N avoids I(O f ) = j ′ I(α j ′ ) or ∞. Then we can take a neighborhood of η −N whose pull-back alongẑ andŵ is eventually univalent. Since we can lift paths {η −N −n } to a path in N f joiningẑ andŵ,ẑ andŵ are both in the same leaf Case (b) ).
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Take L ′ ⊂ A n g and L ⊂ A n f as in the lemma above. We show (2) first. Suppose thatĥ(L) contains a irregular point, that is, a point inÔ g ∪ {∞}. 
Let us check that L ′ is a leaf of Λ g . To identify the leaf, we consider lifts of external rays. Now there areq external rays landing at the repelling periodic point γ L downstairs, and they all have ray-periodl. By comparing the quotient tori upstairs and downstairs, we conclude that each of S i has an invariant lift of such an external ray, sayR i . (This external ray upstairs has a cyclic angle inT.) Sinceĥ preserves the dynamics outside the Julia sets,R ′ i :=ĥ(R i ) is an invariant lift of an external ray downstairs which lands on a parabolic point β j ′ for some j ′ . Now L ′ must containsR ′ i and thus L is a leaf in Λ(β j ′ ). Indeed, we can specify the leaves by using angles ofR i andR ′ i inT. Now one can easily yield (2) by the dynamics downstairs.
Next we show (1): Suppose thatĥ(L) avoids irregular points. Then L is not a principal leaves. Sinceĥ(L) is a path connected subset of
Finally, the last part of the statement on affine laminations is justified by defininĝ h a := ι g •ĥ n • ℘.
Degeneration of hyperbolic 3-laminations
In this section we consider three dimensional extension of the semiconjugacyĥ a : A f − IO f → A g . Unfortunately, we can not extendĥ a to the whole vertical fibers of
In addition, we will see that a surjection from the quotient lamination M f to M g is induced from the extended semiconjugacy on H f .
Remarks on notation.
• To denote leaves of the affine laminations, we will use L or L ′ for simplicity. (We used them for leaves of the affine parts.) We also use φ :
for their uniformizations.
• We denote ι f (Λ f ) and ι f (Λ f (α j )) in the affine laminations by Λ f and Λ f (α j ) for simplicity. We apply the same to convention to ι g (Λ g ) and ι g (Λ g (β j ′ )).
• Recall that for
Semiconjugacy on H 3 -laminations.
We naturally have an extension except over the principal leaves. We first establish:
g . In particular, forx ∈ A f − Λ f ,ĥ h sends the fiber ofx onto the fiber ofĥ a (x).
Before the proof of this theorem, let us start with a lemma which slightly generalize [LM, Lemma 9 .2]:
Lemma 6.2 (Affinely natural extension) Let H : C → C be a continuous and surjective map such that for each w ∈ C the function
is a non-decreasing function from R ≥0 onto itself. Then the map e(H) :
is a continuous and surjective map which restrict H on C. Moreover, the following is satisfied:
1. The extension is affinely natural: If δ 1 and δ 2 are complex affine maps of C then e(δ 1 ) and e(δ 2 ) are the unique possible similarities of H 3 , and
e(H) depends continuously on H, in the compact-open topology on maps of
C and H 3 .
The vertical line over z is mapped onto to that of H(z) (but not one-to-one in general).
The proof is routine and left to the reader.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. For a leaf ′ by affine naturality of the extension. Moreover,ĥ h sends a fiber onto a fiber by property 3 of the lemma above.
Nowĥ
g is defined just leafwise, however, it is not hard to check the continuity of this map by applying property 2 of Lemma 6.2 to each local product box of the laminations. (This part is more justified in the proof of Theorem 6.3.) Property 1 of Lemma 6.2 insures thatĥ h semiconjugatesf toĝ in our domain.
Next we continuously extendĥ h above to some parts of the principal leaves Λ h f . We start with carving:
Valleys carved by degenerating arcs. For anα
Since any leaf is isomorphic to C, choose a uniformization φ : C → L, and consider a continuous function u = u φ :
, where the distance is measured in Euclidean metric on C. Set Figure 3 .) It is not difficult to show that the definition of L v does not depend on the choice of φ. In fact, for another uniformization φ 1 : C → L, there exists a unique affine map δ 1 (w) = a + bw such that φ = φ 1 • δ 1 . Thus u φ (w) = u φ 1 (w)/|b| and the difference is canceled when we consider φ h = φ v and the removed part 
g above to a semiconjugacyĥ h : H f − V f → H g with the following properties: (
Then we can define a surjective and continuous map H i :
which is a non-decreasing function from [0, u(w)) onto [0, ∞). Set S v i := (w, t) ∈ H 3 : w ∈ S i , t < u(w) and
Note that L v is the disjoint union of S v i for i = 1, . . . ,q. Now it is not difficult to check that there exists a continuous extension of H i :
Moreover, this extension is affinely natural: That is, property 1 of Lemma 6.2 holds over δ
. By affine naturality, one can check that this map does not depend on the choice of uniformizations; and thatĥ h semiconjugates the actions off
Continuity. Next we prove that the mapĥ h : H f − V f → H g is continuous; that is, for any sequencex n →x within H f − V f ,ỹ n :=ĥ h (x n ) converges toỹ :=ĥ h (x).
Convergence in H f . To characterize the convergence in H f − V f , we need to start with a lot of notation. For eachx n ∈ H f − V f , take a representative ( (S) , and the function u φ : C → [0, +∞] just by removing n's from the definitions above.
Sincex n →x, we may assume that for any fixed N, ψ n,−N → ψ −N uniformly on compact sets. Note that for the uniformizations φ
, bothx n andx have coordinate (0, 1) with respect to ψ n and ψ: i.e., (φ
Here is an important lemma for the continuity:
Lemma 6.4 Set C n := u φn (0) and C := u φ (0). Then
Proof of Lemma 6.4. First we consider the case ofx ∈ Λ v f . Since C n = +∞ wheñ
, it is enough to show the case ofx n ∈ Λ v f for all n ≫ 0. Take a diskD := DC with ǫ := C/C ≪ 1. If N ≫ 0, ψ −N :D →C is univalent. Moreover, ψ n,−N |D converges uniformly to ψ −N |D and thus is univalent for all n ≫ 0.
By the Koebe distortion theorem,
This implies that C n is arbitrarily close to C as n → ∞ if we takeC, N ≫ 0 and ǫ ≪ 1 as above. Hence we have lim C n = C. Next we consider the case ofx / ∈ Λ v f , that is, C = +∞. Suppose that lim inf C n = M < +∞. Passing through a subsequence, we may assume that C n → M andx n ∈ Λ v f for all n ≫ 0. By a similar argument as above, we have
by hyperbolicity of f . This impliesẑ = (z −N ) N ≥0 accumulates on I(O f ) but it is possible only ifx ∈ Λ f . It contradictsx / ∈ Λ v f .
(Lemma 6.4)
Convergence in H g . Forỹ n andỹ in H g , we also define (ψ
One can easily check the following properties:
(1)ŷ n =ĥ a (x n ) andŷ =ĥ a (x). Thusŷ n →ŷ in A g by continuity ofĥ a .
Moreover, property (1) insures that we can choose the representatives satisfying ψ ′ n,−N → ψ ′ −N for any fixed N as n → ∞. Suppose thatỹ n andỹ have coordinates (0, ρ n ) and (0, ρ) with respect to ψ ′ n and ψ ′ respectively. Now it is enough to show that ρ n → ρ for the continuity ofĥ h . Let H n : S n → C and H : S → C : be the surjective maps defined by
Now we have the following diagram:
By property (3) and this diagram, we have
Take a small ǫ > 0 and N ≫ 0 such that 1 + ǫ < C = u φ (0) and ψ −N : D 1+ǫ → C is univalent. By Lemma 6.4, D 1+ǫ is contained in S n for all n ≫ 0. Moreover, ψ n,−N converges to ψ −N uniformly on D 1+ǫ and they are all univalent on it. By the dynamics of f and g related by h, this implies ψ 
. By definition ofĥ h , we have
and thus ρ n → ρ. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3.
Pinching map on the quotient laminations
Next we consider the quotients M f = H f /f and M g = H g /ĝ, and give a description of M g in terms of M f . In particular, we observe a cusp is generated as f → g. For anyx ∈ H f and any integer m, the quotient identifiesf m (x) andx. We denote this identified class x = [x]. We will use x or y for points of M f , and ℓ for a leaf of M f .
Principal leaves and valley. For any non-principal leaf L of H f (thus in H f − Λ f ), its quotient leaf is isomorphic to either a solid torus or H 3 according to L is periodic or non-periodic. The same is true for the non-principal leaves of H g . Now let us compare the quotients of the principal leaves.
Any principal leaf
is a hyperbolic action (Proposition 5.2) and every point in
f is isomorphic to a solid torus with ideal boundary isomorphic to the torus L/fl a . We also say ℓ f the principal leaf of M f .
Similarly, any leaf L ′h in Λ h g has periodl too, and the quotient principal leaf ℓ g of Λ h g is isomorphic to a rank one cusp whose ideal boundary is isomorphic to L ′ /ĝl a , or the cylinder C/Z.
Since any component of
. Indeed, one can easily check the following:
Theorem 6.5 There exists a surjective and continuous mapĥ q :
Topology of M g . Now we can reduce the topology of M g to that of M f . Take any non-principal leaf ℓ ′ of M g . By property (1), its preimage ℓ :=ĥ
is also a non-principal leaf, and by definition,ĥ q :
f has no periodic component in the non-principal leaves, each I h f /f -component in ℓ is topologically a star-like graph times R + where R + corresponds to the direction of the vertical extension from A f to H f . When ℓ is isomorphic to H 3 , so is ℓ ′ sinceĥ q : ℓ → ℓ ′ sends the vertical fibers to the vertical fibers. When ℓ is a solid torus, it is the quotient of a non-principal periodic leaf L h in H f . One can see the vertical fibers of L h in ℓ as a one-dimensional foliation with fibers coming from the ideal boundary and coiling around the axis of ℓ. Even in this case, h q : ℓ → ℓ ′ does not change the topology and ℓ ′ is still a solid torus. Thus we conclude that M f − ℓ f and M g − ℓ g have no significant difference.
Cusps. Non-trivial change can happen only in the principal leaves ℓ f and ℓ g , where the "cusp" is generated. As Figure 4 indicates, a fundamental domain of Λ v f corresponds to ℓ g . In particular, any sequence x n ∈ M f − v f that converges to a point x ∈ v f corresponds to a sequence y n = h q (x n ) ∈ M g that escapes any compact sets in M g . 
Ends in the quotient laminations
In the following two sections, we observe topological changes of the quotient lamination as the parameter c of f c moves from one hyperbolic component to another via parabolic g = f σ .
Analogy to quasi-Fuchsian groups. Before proceeding to the investigation of quotient laminations, we remark an analogy between quadratic maps and quasi-Fuchsian groups. (See also [LM, § §6.4] .) Let Γ ⊂ PSL(2, R) be a Fuchsian group acting on the upper and lower half planes H and H − . For example, let S = H/Γ and S = H − /Γ be once-punctured tori, where S is S with its orientation reversed. Then Γ acts on H 3 properly discontinuously and the quotient hyperbolic 3-manifold M = H 3 /Γ is homeomorphic to S × (0, 1). It is well known that the deformation space of Γ is identified as T (S) × T (S) (where T (S) is the Teichmüller space of S and isomorphic to H) which corresponds to the deformation of the upper end S and the lower end S. Now consider a quasiconformal deformation Γ t that preserves the conformal structure of the upper end S but changes that of S as follows: Let η be a simple closed geodesic on S. Let t parameterize the length of the geodesic η t on the lower end S t of M t = H 3 /Γ t corresponding to η. By letting t tend to 0, we have an extra cusp at the limit. (Now S 0 is a thrice-punctured sphere in this case.) Next we plump the geodesic again but we twist it by a certain amount of angle. More precisely, for given θ ∈ R, we cut S t along η t and twist by distance tθ to the right, and glue it again. This deformation eventually changes only the complex structure and the marking of the lower end S. However, it does not change the topology of M. If we look at this process in the Bers slice, one may find two distinct paths in the embedded Teichmüller space (isomorphic to H) landing at the same boundary point.
In the following sections we will observe a similar phenomenon as f c moves from one hyperbolic component to another. In this section we first define the upper and lower ends for M f and M g of a degeneration pair (f → g). Then we will see that the tessellation gives topological descriptions of the lower ends and its degeneration as f → g.
Upper and lower ends in the quotient lamination.
Here we assume that f is a hyperbolic or parabolic quadratic map with connected Julia set. There is a natural division of the spherē
Since each of them is completely invariant, it is natural to consider their lift to the affine lamination
. By the argument in [LM, § §3.5] or [S] , one can show that B f and D f are sublaminations of A f and that the actions off on B f and D f are properly discontinuous, thus B f /f and D f /f are Riemann surface laminations. They form the two ends of M f corresponding to the ends S and S t of M t above.
Upper end. By the Böttcher coordinate, the dynamics of f :
This conjugacy is naturally lifted to the natural extension. By restricting it on the affine part, or equivalently, on the affine lamination, we have a conformal conjugacy between the invariant sublaminations B f 0 of A f 0 and B f of A f .
The structure of B f 0 is described as follows: (See also [LM, §11] and [S] .) The angle doubling δ : T → T is considered as a circle map of degree two under the identification of T as ∂D = J f 0 . Now each leaf ofT = J f 0 is isomorphic to R with the natural affine structure coming from T = R/Z. We can attach H to each leaf ofT, and this is exactly what B f 0 ⊔ J f 0 is. The actionf 0 : B f 0 → B f 0 is leafwise isomorphic and properly discontinuous. The quotient B f 0 /f 0 is called Sullivan's solenoidal Riemann surface lamination S 0 , which consists of leaves isomorphic to H or an annulus.
By conformal equivalence, B f /f is equivalent to S 0 for any f . This gives the "upper end" of M f = H f /f with the fixed conformal structure.
Lower end. From now we distinguish hyperbolic f and parabolic g of (f → g) and consider the topological structures of the "lower ends" S f = D f /f and S g = D g /ĝ in terms of tessellation. Note that the structure of S f can be described in a different way by applying the argument of [LM, § §3.5 ], but we need an extra care for the parabolic case of S g .
When f moves within a hyperbolic component, D f and S f are quasiconformally preserved by Corollary 3.4. As f tends to g, D f and S f are pinched to be D g and S g as theorems in Section 5 indicates. It is easy to imagine that the degenerating arcs D f ∩ I f work like the geodesic η t of S t in the analogical example above.
Assumption (a).
Here is a direct corollary of [Mi, Lemma 4.4 For any parabolic g, there exists a Case (a) degeneration pair (f → g), that is, q = q ′ and l = l ′ .
In the rest of this section we stand on this fact and assume that (f → g) is Case (a). (We will refer this assumption as Assumption (a).) Note that the degenerating edge of T f (θ, m, +) is shared by T f (θ, m, −) under this assumption by [Ka3, Proposition 3.2] . We will deal with Case (b) (the case of q = 1 < q ′ ) in the next section as bifurcation from g, though the following argument also works with a little modification.
Fundamental region of the lower ends
To describe the topology of S f and S g in detail, we construct a fundamental region of them in D f and D g by means of tessellation. Recall that the setπ
In addition, by Π a f (θ, * ) we denote the union of all possible tiles of the form T a f (θ, m, * ). We apply similar notations for the lifted tessellation ofπ
We start with some definitions on special angles. 
Fundamental angles.
Next we consider the "fundamental angles" inΘ g . Let
We sayω = (ω −n ) n≥0 is an element of Ω ⊂T if ω 0 = θ + 0 and ω −n = θ + 0 for any n ≥ 1. Note that Ω is a compact subset ofΘ g . Letθ = (θ −n ) n≥0 ∈Θ g be a non-cyclic angle such that {δ m (θ 0 )} m>0 eventually land on θ
Hence the quotient of each non-cyclic panel is uniquely represented by a panel with an angle in Ω. Ifθ = (θ −n ) n≥0 isθ + or in Ω as above,
Note that these properties of panels and angles above are also valid for f . for * = ±. Here the closures of tiles in Q f ( * ) are just tiles plus their degenerating edges on IO f . (That is, we take the leafwise closures.) By properties of the panels with angleθ + , one can easily check that every orbit in the cyclic panels passes through those set just once, except the orbits land on their identified boundaries.
For each * = ±, topologically Q f ( * )/f is a compact annulus and Q g ( * )/ĝ is a compact disc minus one interior point. (Their interiors are an annulus and a punctured disc with natural conformal structures coming from those of the affine laminations.)
Fundamental regions: Non-cyclic parts.
Next one can choose fundamental regions of the non-cyclic parts in D f and D g as follows: For each * = ±, set
. By properties of the panels with angles in Ω, every orbit in non-cyclic panels passes through those set just once except the orbits landing on the boundaries of panels. Indeed, such exceptional orbits land on these boundaries at most finite times. By taking quotient, for each * = ± the boundary points of P f ( * ) are identified with those of Q f ( * ) or P f ( * ) (where * is the opposite signature to * ) with certain rules which we will see later. In particular, some rules are common to f and g, but others are not.
For each * = ±, topologically the interior of P f ( * ) is the product of the disk Π f (θ + 0 , * )
• and the Cantor set Ω, and the same holds for the interior of P g ( * ). However, P f ( * ) and P g ( * ) themselves do not have product structures in general. Indeed, we have: The proof is a nice exercise to understand the structure of the tessellation, and left to the interested readers.
Degenerating arcs in D f . Recall that I f − IO f is pinched to I g by the semiconjugacyĥ a in the affine laminations. In the quotient, it gives the main difference between the lower ends S f and S g . Here we prepare some notation to observe this.
Let X f and Y f denote the cyclic and non-cyclic degenerating arcs in D f , i.e.,
Note that both are invariant underf ±1 and do not contain any points in J f . X f consists ofl unbounded slits on the leaves in Λ f . By Assumption (a) one can check that Q f (+) ∩ Q f (−) gives a fundamental region for X f . Thus η f := X f /f is a simple closed curve.
On the other hand, by Assumption (a), each path-connected component of Y f (simply, "Y f -component") is a star-like graph with q ′ feet (minus end points in J f ) and one central joint inπ −1 (α f ). One can check that for each Y f -component Y , there 
exist 2q
′ panels in Tess a (f ) attached to Y that have non-cyclic angles inΘ g . For each * = ±, half of these panels are equivalent to q ′ distinct panels in P f ( * ) in the quotient. It follows that the points inπ −1 (α f ) ∩ P f ( * ) are identified in the quotient with multiplicity q ′ , and each Y f /f -component is a star-like graph of the same form as Y f -components.
Topology of the lower ends
Let us consider the topology of S f = D f /f and S g = D g /ĝ by means of the fundamental regions above. Now * =± ( Q f ( * ) ∪ P f ( * ) ) and * =± ( Q g ( * ) ∪ P g ( * ) ) are fundamental regions of the dynamics on D f and D g by construction. Their boundaries are glued by taking quotient with dynamics as follows:
Critical edges.
First we check the combinatorics of the critical edges common to f and g. In the quotient S f , the critical edge of a tile T + in P f (+) is glued to that of a tile T − in Q f (−) or P f (−) according to the following obvious rule: Set
Then T + originally shares its critical edge
• m = µl; and
• T f (ω −n , µl − n, * ) shares its critical edge with T f (θ −n , µl − n, * ) for all n ≥ 0.
The same argument works if we switch + with −, or f with g by definition of tessellation downstairs.
Here the important thing is, the property above is common to f and g (by (6) of Theorem 4.1 or [Ka3, Proposition 3.2] ). This means that the critical edges of the quotient tiles in S f and S g are glued in exactly the same way.
Degenerating edges. Next we check a difference between S f and S g that comes from absence of degenerating edges of tiles in Tess a (g). In S f , Q f (+)/f and Q f (−)/f are glued along the simple closed curve η f = X f /f and form a compact annulus in S f . As f tends to g one can imagine that η f is pinched to obtain two half-cylinders Q g (+)/ĝ and Q g (−)/ĝ.
Similarly, P f (+)/f and P f (−)/f are glued along the edges on Y f /f . In the affine laminations, each Y f -component in A f is pinched to a point in J g ⊂ A g as f tends to g, however, in the lower ends, each Y f /f-component in S f is pinched but no corresponding limit in S g .
Under Assumption (a), one can easily check that Relations between P and Q. Let us check some more common properties to S f and S g :
Proof. Fix a signature * = ± and take any point inx ∈ Q f ( * ) ⊂ D f . We first show that for everyω ∈ Ω there exists a sequencex
into the following subsets parameterized by n ∈ Z:
Sinceδ nl (ω) →θ + as n → +∞, we can approximate any pointx ∈ Q f ( * ) by points inf nl (Q −n ). Thus we can take suchx n ∈ Q −n as desired. Note that [Q −n ] (tiles with deeper levels) are folding to Q * f as n → ∞. Next we take any point x in P * f −P * f . Then there exists a sequencex n ∈ P f ( * ) which has no limit point in P f ( * ) but [x n ] → x in the quotient. By definition of P f ( * ), such sequence must accumulate on γ a f (ω) :ω ∈ Ω ⊂ J f . It implies thatx n are contained in tiles with deeper levels as n → ∞. Thus [x n ] must accumulate on Q * f i.e., x ∈ Q * f . This completes the proof of (1) for f .
Since Q f ( * ) ∪ P f ( * ) is a fundamental region for S f , (2) immediately follows from (1). These arguments clearly works if we replace f by g. Figure 6 is a one-dimension down caricature of this situation. The central thick circle is Q * f with laminated quotient panels in P * f winding around. The same is true for g. Compactness. A significant difference between S f and S g is the following:
By this proof it follows that any quotient panel [Π
Proof. Take any sequencex n in P f ( * ) escaping from all compact subsets of P f ( * ). By construction of P f ( * ), [x n ] must accumulate on Q * f by Proposition 7.2. Since Q * f is compact, we have the compactness of S f . On the other hand, similar sequencex n in P g ( * ) may get closer and closer to Q * g in the quotient, but it may not accumulate since Q * g is non-compact. Indeed, we have such an escaping sequence [x n ] ∈ S g by takinĝ x n ∈ P g ( * ) so that the heights of z n =π(x n ) are unbounded with respect to a fixed Fatou coordinate of K
Fibers over lower ends
Recall that H f equals to A h f , an R + -bundle of A f . Since the dynamics off : H f → H f is fiber-preserving, the quotient lamination M f still has a fibered structure. For ends 
give fundamental regions of S h f and S h g . One can check that the relation between Q * h
h /f and P * h f := P f ( * ) h /f is characterized in the same way as Proposition 7.2. Here we give an additional property that describes how panels in P * h f are approximating the points in Q * h f . (The following argument also works for g.)
Fix any x ∈ Q * h f ⊂ M f andω ∈ Ω for some signature * = ±. Then there exits a sequence x n ∈ P * h f such that x n → x in M f and x n ∈ [Π h f (ω, * )]. In fact, we can construct such a sequence as follows: Take a representativex ∈ Q f ( * )
h of x and choose a representative ofψ ∈K f ofx. Nowx := pr(x) ∈ Q f ( * ) is approximated by somê f nl a (x n ) wherex n ∈ Q −n and Q −n is as in the proof of Proposition 7.2. This implies that we can take representativesψ n ∈K f ofx n so thatf
, the quotient sequence x n := [x n ] has the desired property.
To characterize this sequence x n → x in M f , we observe them in the "universal
. Thenx n ∈ L h for all n, and we have:
given as above, the height ofx n with respect to φ tends to 0.
In Figure 6 the picture on the right is a one-dimension down caricature roughly showing this situation.
Proof. Setŷ := γ a f (ω). Then take a representativeψ ofŷ such thatỹ has coordinate 0 with respect toψ in the affine leaf L = pr (L h ). Suppose thatx n has coordinate (w n , t n ) with respect toψ in L h . Sincex n →ŷ by the proposition above, we have w n → 0. Fix anyỹ ∈ L h withψ-coordinate (0, t). Take neighborhoods U and U ′ ofx andỹ respectively. For U ′ and ρ ∈ R, we define
By taking suitable ρ n ∈ R for n ≫ 0, we
We conclude that ρ n → −∞ by coherence of the dynamicŝ
is given by composing an affine map with the uniformization given byψ. Thus the height ofx n also tends to 0 with respect to the coordinate given by φ.
We emphasize that the argument above also works for g, just by replacing f with g. This means that this property is also preserved as f → g.
Twisting the lower ends
In this section we observe the main change when f = f c varies continuously from one hyperbolic component to another. Let (f 1 → g 1 ) and (f 2 → g 2 ) be degeneration pairs with f 1 and f 2 in distinct hyperbolic components and g 1 = g 2 (= g). We will compare the lower ends S f 1 and S f 2 in detail and observe that the difference is topologically given by "Dehn twist" along a "laminated path".
8.1 Trans-component partial conjugacies.
Assumption and notations.
Let p ′ , q ′ , l ′ be as usual for g = g 1 = g 2 . To distinguish p, q, l's of f 1 and f 2 , we denote them by p i , q i , l i for f i . We assume that q ′ ≥ 2. Then by [Ka3, Proposition 2 .1] we may assume that (f 1 → g 1 ) and (f 2 → g 2 ) satisfy the following:
Note that (f 1 → g 1 ) can be considered as (f → g) in the preceding section satisfying Assumption (a), and that (f 2 → g 2 ) is Case (b). For example, f 1 is in the main cardioid and f 2 is in the p/q-satellite limb. Note also that Θ f 1 = Θ f 2 = Θ g . For simplicity we denote them by Θ and their common invariant lift toT byΘ.
To simplify the notation, objects of the form X f i (i = 1 or 2) will be denoted by X i if it does not lead confusion. For example,
Partial conjugacies. Let h 1 :C − I 1 →C − I g 1 and h 2 :C − I 2 →C − I g 2 be the topological conjugacies given in Theorem 4.2. Since I g 1 = I g 2 , we have a partial conjugacy κ = h 
By the definition ofκ n , one can easily check the followings:
• Ifθ ∈T thenκ n sends R 1 (θ) to R 2 (θ).
• Ifθ ∈T −Θ, thenκ n sends γ 1 (θ) to γ 2 (θ).
Even for components of I 1 − IO 1 we have a natural correspondence to those of I 2 − IO 2 , by using (leafwise) prime ends. In particular, by Theorem 5.3, one can find no significant topological differences between non-principal leaves of A 1 and A 2 . On the other hand, every q ′ principal leaves of A 1 are merged into one principal leaf of A 2 . (cf. By comparing the definitions of Tess(g 1 ) and Tess(g 2 ) ( [Ka3, §3] ), one can easily check that
for any T g 2 (θ, m, * ) ∈ Tess(g 2 ). Thus Tess(g 1 ) is just a subdivision of Tess(g 2 ).
Take a tile T 1 (θ, m, * ) ∈ Tess(f 1 ). Then there is a homeomorphic image T
. We say the family
is the subdivided tessellation of K
• 2 − I 2 . Since Tess(f 1 ) and Tess(f 2 ) have the same combinatorics as Tess(g 1 ) and Tess(g 2 ) respectively,
for any T f 2 (θ, µ, * ) ∈ Tess(f 2 ). Now we have a natural tile-to-tile correspondence between Tess(f 1 ), Tess(g 1 ) and Tess ′ (f 2 ). By Tess ′a (f 2 ) we denote the natural subdivisions of Tess a (f 2 ) associated with 
Twisting the lower ends.
Let us observe the topological difference between the lower ends S 1 and S 2 of quotient laminations by studying combinatorics of the quotient tiles.
Common properties. Recall that we may consider that f 1 is f in the preceding section. To compare D 1 and D 2 , let us define the sets corresponding to Q f ( * ) = Q 1 ( * ) and P f ( * ) = P 1 ( * ) in the same way. For * = ±, we set 1 (ω,  * ) ), or equivalently, the union of all subdivided tiles of the form T ′a 2 (ω, µl, * ) with µ ∈ Z. One can check that the union of these sets is a fundamental region of
For simplicity, we set Q * i := Q i ( * )/f i and P * i := P i ( * )/f i for i = 1 and 2. We first check the properties that are preserved as f 1 moves to f 2 via g: • For i = 1, 2 and * = ±, we have Q * i ∪ P * i = P * i and P
• Both S 1 and S 2 are compact.
Proof. The first property holds since the critical edges of tiles in Tess ′a (f 2 ) have the same combinatorics as those of Tess a (g 1 ) or Tess a (f 1 ). For the second and the third properties, one can just apply the same argument as Propositions 7.2 and 7.3 to f 2 . Details are left to the reader.
So we may observe the main difference in the connection of degenerating edges.
Remark. Proposition 7.1 also holds if we replace f (= f 1 ) by f 2 . In particular, since q ′ > 1 in our case, P i (+) has a product structure but P i (−) does not for both cases of i = 1 and 2. 
Proof. The statement for i = 1 is clear by definition of Q 1 ( * ). Let L 2 be the principal leaf that contains the external ray of angleθ + . Then L 2 also contains both Q 2 (+) and Q 2 (−). Now L 2 ∩ X 2 is given by the non-compact star-like graph L 2 ∩ IO 2 with its central joint contained in J 2 removed. Thus it has q connected components I 0 , . . . , I q−1 in counterclockwise order. Now L 2 ∩ IO 2 divide L 2 in q sectors and the tiles in both Q 2 (+) and Q 2 (−) are contained in one of these sectors that contains the external ray of angleθ + . We may assume that I 0 and I 1 bounds this sector. Then the degenerating edge of tiles in Q 2 (+) and Q 2 (−) are contained in I 1 and I 0 respectively. (The right square of Figure 8 shows this situation in L 2 for p/q = 1/3. The left square shows the corresponding picture for i = 1.)
By the action off In the next paragraph we will see thatp is naturally and uniquely determined when we look at this change by P
Difference in the non-cyclic parts P * i . Next we consider P ± i in the lower end S i for i = 1 and 2.
By Θ 0 we denote the type of γ 2 (θ + 0 ); that is, the set of q angles which is cyclic under the iteration of δ l and contains θ Let T + ∈ P i (+) and T − ∈ P i (−) above have addresses (ω, µl, +) and (ω ′ , µ ′ l, −) respectively. (If i = 2 addresses are taken as tiles in Tess ′a (f 2 ).) Set N := N(ω) and
There exists a unique (subdivided) tile U − ⊂ P i (−) that actually share its degenerating edge with T + in the affine lamination before taking the quotient. Then the address of U − is of the form (θ, µl, −) with non-cyclicθ = (θ −n ) n≥0 ∈Θ. Note that by the dynamics downstairs tiles of addresses (ω −n , µl − n, +) and (θ −n , µl − n, −) share their degenerating edges for all n ≥ 0. Moreover, we have
• θ −N l ∈ Θ 0 and that θ −n / ∈ Θ 0 for all n > Nl; and 
Note that this proposition is consistent withp/q-Dehn twist of the quotient principal leaf described in Proposition 8.2.
Proof. In the case of i = 1, statement is clear by definition of P 1 ( * ). Suppose that i = 2. Sincefp Dislocation along Y 1 /f 1 . The two propositions above shows that the difference between S 1 and S 2 is the combinatorics of the degenerating edges. Let us see it in a continuous context with respect to the motion of the parameter c of f = f c . Let c move from one hyperbolic component H 1 to one of its satellite component H 2 via the parabolic parameter σ. (That is σ is the root of H 2 .) Our degeneration pair (f i → g) represents the motion within H i for each i = 1 and 2.
As we have seen in Proposition 7.2 and Proposition 8.1, P * g and P * i accumulate on Q * g and Q * i for all i = 1, 2 and * = ± respectively. Their edges are glued in exactly the same way on the critical edges, but in a different way on the degenerating edges. First when c is in H 1 , degenerating edges (X 1 ∪ Y 1 )/f 1 form a "laminated path" which consists of only one closed path η 1 = X 1 /f 1 with the other Y 1 /f 1 -components winding around. They are pinched and pushed to "infinity" as f 1 → g (c → σ) then S 1 loose compactness at S g (c = σ). When c moves into H 2 , the degenerating edges (X 2 ∪Y 2 )/f 2 are again plumped up but the combinatorics of tiles are changed as the two propositions above indicates. The difference is the (combinatorial)p/q-Dehn twist along η 1 , and the combinatorial dislocation bypl (subdivided) tiles along Y 1 /f 1 -components. Suchp is uniquely determined by p/q and these operations are totally consistent with each other. So we may consider that the union of these operation is a natural twisting operation of the lamination along (X 1 ∪ Y 1 )/f 1 when c moves from H 1 to H 2 . We call this operation is the (combinatorial)p/q-Dehn twist of the lower ends.
Topology of the lower ends. This situation above looks similar to the example of quasi-Fuchsian groups in Section 7, but there is a particular difference also: The total topology of the lower ends actually change. Indeed, the structure of P + 1 ∪ P − 1 is different from P + 2 ∪ P − 2 . This is easily observed since D 1 and D 2 has quite different structure on the invariant leaves associated with β-fixed point.
Here let us check their change in a more precise way. For simplicity set P i := P + i ∪ P − i for i = 1 and 2. Instead of P i (+) ∪ P i (−), we introduce other fundamental domains of P i based on I i /f i -components.
Let Ω ′ be the set of anglesω = (ω 0 , ω −1 , . . .) satisfying ω 0 = θ + 0 and ω −n / ∈ Θ 0 for all n > 0. Note that Ω ′ is a compact subset of Ω. Then for every non-cyclic I i -component I there exists unique n ∈ Z and I i -component I ′ such thatf is a fundamental domain of P i for each i = 1 and 2. (See Figure 9. ) By taking the quotients, the critical edges are glued in exactly the same way for i = 1 and 2. However, the total topology of P i are different since the topology of each piece P Y i (ω) are different.
Figure 9: A caricature of the fundamental domains P Y 1 (left) and P Y 2 (right) with the external rays of angles in Ω ′ drawn in.
Conclusions and examples
In this section we summerize our results to obtain the topological structures of the laminations associated with z 2 + 1/4 (the cauliflower) and Douady's rabbit. We can deal with the case of z 2 − 1 (the basilica) in the same way as the rabbit.
The cauliflower
Let (f → g) = (f c → f σ ) be a degeneration pair with 0 < c < 1/4 and σ = 1/4. This is the simplest degeneration pair that gives us a non-trivial deformation of the laminations of f 0 (z) = z 2 . First, Corollary 3.4 implies that A f 0 , H f 0 , and M f 0 are quasiconformally or quasiisometrically equivalent to A f , H f , and M f respectively. As an analogue to quasiFuchsian groups, we also have the following fact shown in [LM, §6] : Figure 10 : Caricatures of ℓ f and ℓ g . Note that the core curve (the dotted circle) of ℓ f is contained in the valley v f = V f /f . There are I h f /f-components (not drawn) coiling around the core curve which are sent to geodesics escaping to the cusp.
On the other hand, by the same argument as the proof of Proposition 9.1 in [LM, §6] , one can show that M g − ℓ g has the product structure M g − ℓ g ≃ (S 0 − s 0 ) × [0, 1].
Douady's rabbit.
Next let us consider a typical degeneration and bifurcation process when the parameter c moves from 0 to the center of the 1/3-limb (Douady's rabbit, with the value denoted by c rab ) of the Mandelbrot set. (See Figure 1 of Part I [Ka3] .) This is the case of p/q = 1/3 and l = 1.
Take our degeneration pairs (f 1 → g) and (f 2 → g) as in Section 8 such that g is the root point of 1/3-limb attached to the main cardioid of the Mandelbrot set. Set f 0 (z) = z 2 and f 3 (z) = z 2 + c rab . As we have seen, the laminations of f 1 and f 0 (resp. f 2 and f 3 ) are quasiconformally or quasi-isometrically equivalent (Corollary 3.4). Thus it is enough to check the changes of laminations associated with (f 1 → g) and (f 2 → g).
Dynamics downstairs. As in Section 8, we denote the objects of the form X f i by X i (i = 1, 2) for simplicity. Now O 1 and O g = {γ g (1/7) = γ g (2/7) = γ g (4/7)} is the attracting and parabolic fixed points of f 1 and g respectively. O 2 is the attracting cycle of f 2 with period three. SetÕ 1 := {γ 1 (1/7), γ 1 (2/7), γ 1 (4/7)}, a repelling cycle of f 1 with period three, and setÕ 2 := {γ 2 (1/7) = γ 2 (2/7) = γ 2 (4/7)}, a repelling fixed point of f 2 .
The degenerating arc system I i (i = 1, 2) is the union of trivalent star-like graphs that eventually land on the f Figure 3 ].) By Theorem 4.2, we have pinching semiconjugacies h i :C →C from f i to g which only pinches I i to I g . By comparing Tess(f 1 ), Tess(g), and Tess ′ (f 2 ) (Section 8), one can precisely describe the bifurcation of the dynamics inside the Julia set.
Affine and H 3 -laminations. Λ 1 (resp. Λ g ) is the three cyclic principal leaves of A 1 (resp. A g ) associated with the repelling cycleÕ 1 (resp. repelling directions of the parabolic point O g ). IO 1 is the union of three non-compact slits on the leaves of Λ 1 . On the other hand, Λ 1 is the invariant principal leaf of A 2 associated with the repelling fixed pointÕ 2 . IO 2 is a non-compact trivalent star-like graph which divides Λ 2 into three cyclic sectors.
By lifting the semiconjugacies h i to the dynamics upstairs (Theorems 5.3, 6 .1, and 6.3), we have the pinching semiconjugacyĥ i : (H i ∪ A i ) − V i ∪ IO i → H g ∪ A g . By usingĥ i , we have the following observations: During the degeneration and bifurcation process from f 1 to f 2 via g, non-principal leaves are topologically preserved. In fact, the changes are given by just pinching and plumping of I 1 -or I h 1 -components. We can observe the main difference in the principal leaves. Byĥ 1 , Λ 1 − IO 1 , the three principal leaves with slits, are pinched to the three principal leaves Λ g . Hereĥ 1 sends the hyperbolic action off 1 over Λ 1 − IO 1 to the parabolic actions of g over Λ g . On the other hand,ĥ 2 sends Λ 2 − IO 2 , which consists of three sectors, onto the leaves of Λ g . In other words, byĥ Quotient laminations. In the quotient, the principal leaf ℓ 1 = Λ 1 /f 1 (a solid torus) is pinched to be the principal leaf ℓ g = Λ g /ĝ (a rank one cusp), then blown up to become the principal leaf ℓ 2 = Λ 2 /f 2 (again a solid torus). Let us check the difference of them more precisely. (By Theorem 6.5 there is no particular topological difference between M 1 − ℓ 1 , M g − ℓ g , and M 2 − ℓ 2 .) Let s 0 be the annular leaf in S 0 that corresponds to (B 1 ∩ Λ 1 )/f 1 ≃ (B g ∩ Λ g )/ĝ ≃ (B 2 ∩Λ 2 )/f 2 . (Note that this s 0 is different from s 0 in the cauliflower case: the modulus is three times larger.) Set s i := (D i ∩ Λ i )/f i ⊂ S i (i = 1, 2) and s g := (D g ∩ Λ g )/g ⊂ S g . Proposition 9.1 is true if we replace f by f 1 . That is, M 1 ∪ ∂M 1 ≃ S 0 × [0, 1]. Thus we also have a product structure s 0 ∪ ℓ 1 ∪ s 1 ≃ s 0 × [0, 1]. However, by the argument in Section 8, s g and s 2 has countably many connected components and thus the product structure breaks for ℓ g and for ℓ 2 as well.
The significant difference is the one given by the twisting operation along η i = X i /f i . By Proposition 8.2, Q Rabbits in rabbit, etc. The similar change happens when c moves from c rab to another hyperbolic component H ′ . Mainly the topology of the quotient lamination is preserved, but the lower end changes its structure when it goes into H ′ . The location and rotation number of Dehn twist changes according to the angles of the landing ray at the root of H ′ . Let us take c = c 0 in a general hyperbolic component H of the Mandelbrot set. Our investigation implies that the quotient laminations of the parameters given by moving c only on the hyperbolic and parabolic parameters has the same topological type as that of c 0 .
